ROBERT AND LUDWIG NOBEL
heavy discount. The board of the company were criticised in
various quarters. Alfred had retired from the board some time
before, and he too criticised rather harshly his brother's actions,
which he attributed to excessive optimism and a restless desire for
expansion, which did not take sufficient account of financial risks.
He did not, however, withdraw from the company the financial
support which it needed, and Ludwig, who always retained his
firm confidence in the business and its future, succeeded, by coming
to the rescue with all his personal financial resources, in weathering
this storm too. The struggle had, however, told severely on his
physique, which had already been weakened by hard work and by a
chronic affection of the throat. During the year 1887 he withdrew
more and more from business, leaving the management of the naph-
tha company to his eldest son, Emanuel, while the younger son,
Karl, devoted his energies to the Nobel workshops in Petersburg.
Ludwig endeavoured to recover his energies on the Riviera, but he
was already a doomed man, and he died, on the i2th April, 1888, at
Cannes. We should have but a one-sided view of Ludwig Nobel's
personality if we confined ourselves to a study of his qualities as an
industrial leader* He was not merely an original and inventive
man of business, he was also profoundly influenced by consider-
ations affecting the communal welfare, and he was a fearless
propagandist of new ideas*
It might be an exaggeration to assert that in the realisation of his
impressive schemes for the organisation of the Russian naphtha
industry he was influenced exclusively by idealistic motives; but
it would be even more mistaken to attribute his extraordinary
expenditure of work and energy entirely to the desire for profit,
Such a view is irreconcilable with his guiding principles as, a
business man: to do nothing in secret; to acquire no monopoly;
and to seek no special privilege. He immediately made available
for general use many reforms and improvements which he
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